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Abstract
Experimental data are presented In support of the
hypothesis that a DC su perconductin g magnet coil does
not behave strictly as an inductor, but as a compli-
cated electrodynamic device cxnable of supporting ele -
tromagnetic waves, Travel times of nanosecond pulses
and evidence of sinusoidal standing waves have been
observed on a prototype four-layer solenoidal coil at
room temperature. Ringing observed during switching
trcnsients a p pears as a sequence of multiply reflec-
ted square pulses whose durations are related to the
layer lengths. With sinusoidal excitation of the
cot', the voltage amplitude between a Pair of points
on the coil exhibits maxima at those f requencies such
that the distance between these points is an odd mul-
tiple of half wavelength in free space. The voltage
amplitude at the lowest order maximum is three times
that of the input voltage. Such behavior s ypical
of wave propagation and agrees with a preliminary
analysis based on waveguide theory. The above find-
ings ha%e direct hearing on coil protect i on in light
of experimental evidence of interlayer voltage break-
down. One common scheme of protectinq superconducting
magnets against excessive ohmic heating due to quenches
is to disconnect the power supply according to a pre-
scribed threshold terminal voltage, while a resistor
is shunted across the coil to limit the reverse vol-
tage induced by collapse of the magnetic field. This
scheme, however, is founded on the circuit theory of
inductors and as such ignores the spatia't istributinn
of voltages and currents, a problem which l ies In the
realm of electrodynamic field theory. Ou t, evidence
indicates that any disturbance, such as that resulting
from switching or sudden fault, initiates multiple re-
flections (electromagnetic wave instabilities) be-
tween layers, thus raising the possibil , ty for suffi.
ciently high voltages to cause breakdown. Such events
occur during the first few microseconds of the normal
ex ponential decay whose duration can be of the order
of seconds.
i. in troductio n
Protection of superconducting coils dgninst
damage is a problem of major concern to designers of
large superconducting magnets (SCM), such as might be
employed in thermonuclear fusion and magnetohydrody-
namic generators. Excessive ohmic heating due to
sudden quenches potentially can damage the cryogenic
system as well ds the ]uperiunductcr itself 	 Tn Pro-
tect the magnet during a quench or a fault, one con-
ventional scheme 1 - 2 is to disconnect the power supply
at a threshold terminal voltage. Since the subsequent
collapse of the magnetic field can ir;,,ce transient
high voltages, a limiting resis t, i
 is shunted across
the coil. Theoreti c!ily, this resistor should diminish
'Research supported by NASA Office of Aeronautics and
Space Technology and conducted at the NASA Lewis Re-
search Center during the summer of 1977.
the rate of collapse, as well as dissi pate the stored
magnetic energy. Despite such a protective measure,
evidence of dielectric breakdown has been observed
upon disassembling a su perconducting solenoid at NASA
Lewis Research Center. Conventional circuit analysis,
using an inductor representation of this coil and the
appropriate v4lue of the protection resistor, predicts
voltages insufficient to cause the observed dielectric
breakdown. The need for a different ap proach, there-
fore, became apparent.
The problem with the conventional scheme is that
it is founded on the assumption that a large coil
res ponds as a set of two terminal lumped inductors en-
countered in circuit theory. As such, circuit theory
deals with terminal relations, and does not include the
spatial distribution of voltages and currents, which
properly falls in the realm of electrodynamic field
theory. In the circuit theoretic viewpoint, all events
occur simultaneously, or in phase, at all points along
the coil. Yet, from a field theoretic standpoint. a
resistor pli,ol at the terminals of a coil serves
merely as a boundary constraint, but the timing of volt-
ages may differ from point to point, and their magni-
tudes within the coil might even exceed that of the
terminal voltage.
This
	 - ; resents experi menta l 1 4ta, together
with a preilr ndry theoretical analys,N, in support of
the hy pothesis that a large superconducting coil does
not behave a , a simple inductor, but as a complicated
electrodynamic device capable of supporting propagating
electromagnetic waves. This represents a first attempt
at a field theoretic approach to the problem of pro-
tectinq su perconducting coils. The results are pre-
liminary in nature, and indicate that the key to de-
visinq protective methods and analytical models might
lie in an undrrstandinq of the electrodynamics of the
coil ds a wdve-quiding structure,
The fl's L
 attempts of an experimental test of the
hypothesis were made on one of the superconducting
solenoids of the NASA Superconductinq Magnetic Mirror
Ayparatus (SUNMA) 3 . 4 . Confirmation of the existence of
a multiplicity of resonances on this magnet, operated
at bo t h LHe and room temperatures, motivated further
exploration of the p henomena on a four layer prototype
coil at room temperature, whose choice was dictated by
the need for flexibility, For macroscipic fields, the
primary difference between the two coils is the signi-
ficantly lower wave attenuation (damping) in the super-
conducting one, d circwtacance whiLk ef 'hail ce; ;c­t
 ^x
the effects observed in the normal p rototype coil. The
experimental data on this coil are presented in Section
11, followed by a theoretical interpretation in Section
II1.
11. Experimenta l Results
A photograph o' the prototype coil, measuring 12"
in diameter and 12" in axial length, is shown in Fig.
1. It is composed of four solenoidal layers each with
135 turns of omvar-insulated copper-clad Nb-Ti wire.
aa. 1
r
This layer-wound coil was constructed of the same wire
and used the %a!-t layer-to-layer spacing as the pre-
viously tested SUMMA coil. The length, L. of the wire
in the four spiral layers is approximately 525 meters.
As it will become evident, tr • is length plays in impor-
tant role in the dynamic behavior of the coil.
As in the SUMMA superconducting coils, each pair
of layers in the four-layer coil exhibits one reso-
nance (where input current is minimum) at low freq-
uencies (< 25 kHz) In addition to high-frequency res-
onances periodically spaced in the frequency domain.
This low-frequency resonance does not correlate well
with the frequencies calculated by circuit theory
using the measured interlayer capacitances and layer
Inductances. However, placement if an aluminum foil
sheet within the coil bore at the inner circumference
of the coil (to simulate a mandrel) did shift the res-
onance from 13,1 kHz to 22.5 kHz as one might expect
qualitatively from circuit theory. Yet this simulated
mandrel had no effect on the high-frequency behavior
of the coil. Further, the low-frequency resonance
bears no discernible ^ela • ion to the high-frequency
behavior of the coil ur 	 switching transients.
Under such transients the low-frequency resonance was
successfully suppressed by the addition of a damping
resistor shunted across the coil terminals. However,
this resistor did not eliminate the high-frequency
ringing. Thus from the standpoint of coil protection,
the low frequency phenomena do not pose serious prob-
lems. Excessively high inter i ayer voltages appear to
be the result of high frequency traveling waves.
I. Standinj__?lave Resonance
The voltage V 12 between the ,junctions of paired
layers, corresponding to distances L/4 and 3L/4 along
the coil, were measured in the circuit configuration
shown in Fig. 2a, with sine wave excitation. The os-
cilloscope trace in Fig. 2b was obtained by electronic
sweep of the frequency between 0.1 and 10 MHz, while
the grapn in Fig. 2c was obtained manually. The amp-
litude of ;V 1 2 1
 at the first peak is 3.8 times that of
the input terminal voltage. This is a significant
datum because it clearly shows that voltages within
the coil can exceed its terminal voltage.
The spacing between maxima and minima in Fig. 2c
appears to be related to the ratio of the coil length.
L. to the free-space wavelength, a, of the input sig-
nal. The max'.na of^V 1 p! ocr,rr at *hose frequencies
when the distance L/1, between the sampled Junctions
is 0.52 1 . 1.6a. 2.88;... This relation closely re-
sembles the sequence L12 - a12, 31/2, 5a/2, which is
usially encountered when standing waves exist on any
waveguide structure. This behavior clearly indicates
that the electromagnetic field travels, in part, along
the spiral path of the coil.
2. Pulse Transit Time
The balanced configuration shown in Fig. 3a was
employed to measure the tire of travel of electromag-
netic disturbances along the coil. The upper trace in
Fig. 3b shows the pulse at J1 to be delayed by 400
nsec, relative to the input pulse at J12, while the in-
verted pulse at 21 !s de i tyeei by 1180 nsec, or roughly
three times the delay of the first pulse. Apparerit,y,
the positive pulse starting from the positive terminal
of the generator travels over one layer, vt'le the
negative pulse starting` ••om the negative terminal
travels over three lavers. The calculated travel time
per layer is 430 nsec, based on 0. speed of light in
vacuum. The fragmented pulse at J', at the onset of the
input signal appears to arrive through an axial path
(1 nsec) provided by capacitive and inductive -oupling
between adjacent turns,
3. Multiple Reflection
The response of the coil to a square wave input,
in the configuration of Fig. 4s. is shown in the
traces in Fig. 4b, whil- the same trac. in expanded
scale is shown In r ig, 4c. Th!s pattern is typical
Of multiple reflections of step functions, providing
additional evidence of wave propagation. The duration
of each reflected step is approximately 810 nsec which
is close to the calculated travel time of 860 nsec
over half the coil length. Since contactors and
switching devices of real systems might not have the
rapid rise and fall times of the square wave generator
used for the data of Fig. 4, the coil was manually
energized and de-energi and to a current level of 5
amperes, dc, Once again a ringing was observed in the
first few microseconds of the normal exponential decay.
This ringing was analyzed to be a sereis of alter-
natinq multiply-reflected-steps havinq the same dura-
tions as shown in Figs. 4b and 4c.
III. Theoretical Interpretation
The following development from the theory of
uniform wavequides is presented as a preliminary
frame work in which to interpret the above experimen-
tal results, which otherwise cannot be explaingd
strictly by circuit theory. it has been shown that
the electromagnetic field along any path, either
straight or curved, occupied by a conductor can be
described by the Lorentz potentials A and 3 satisfying
the equations
TX Ax(x't)	
_ ^1 
at #(x.t)
	 ^l)
c
ax o(x.t) - - ae A x lx,t)	 (2)
where c is the speed of light and x is the distance
along the path. These potentials can be related to
observable voltages and currents via normalization
integrals appropriate to the geometry of the conductor
nath. Since these integrals are not easily calculable
for a coil at this stage, we appeal to the simple case
of a straight wire, even though it is not completely
realistic. For this case, the normalization yields
Z
ax v(x,t) -	
c^ at i(x,tl	 (3)
	
ax i (x,t) - - I at v(x,t)	 (4)0
where v(x,t) is the voltage along the wire relative to
an arbitrary reference, i(x,t) is the current, and Zo
is the characteristic wave impedance.
The conditions of the experiments on the cool
can be represented best by considering excitation o+
the line by a generator connected between the conven-
tiona; input-output terminals, as shown in Fig. 5.
This configuration imposes the boundary conditions
	
v s (t) ` i
s 
R, 4 1`-.
 t) 
- y t ^, L)	 1u/LLL
	is( ) - T
(_ 
2' t
)
 - i (L' t)	 (6)
ax►» i
^Ti^l ITT,
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where v s (t) and I S (t) are the generator volta go and
current, respectively, and R s
 is its interne'. resis-
tance.
Employing the convenience afforded by Laplatu
Transforms, and denoting such transforms by under-
scores, e.y.. u(x,$), we find the solution to fqs (3)
and (4) subject to the conditions (5) and (6) to he
"s (S)	 -SL/2c ainhisa/c) _
s
i(x,$) 1 4 (s)	 -sL/2c 4v3„hs31c^ (d)
o T--  T e	 1, r e-^L/c
5
where z s • R S 12Zo and
z s - 1
rs zs+7
r is the reflection coefficient of the generator. It
It worth noting that, at the midpoint nt the line,
v (O,$) is always zero regardless of the reference.
while at the end points th- voltages are equal an.: of
opposite sign. Consequently, the midpoint may bj
taken properly as the voltage reference.
1. Standing wave Re! -xnce
In order to interpret the results in Section
it is necessary to e • )ress the voltage% and currents
In complex phasor representation a ppropriate to sinu-
soidal excitation. This may be done directly by the
substltuion s • j,, in Eqs. (7) and (8), where
	 is the
angular frequency. The quantity of interes• 	
V12'
which is given by
IV 12 1 • ,t( 4• 1' .,) - v_4 , J /l	 (9)
Carrying out the algebraic operations we find IV 12 1
to be
^V121 • hT q Isinj.L/4c)I 	 110)
and the input current amplitude to be
II s I •	
I
vs
	 i-- Icos(,L/2c)I 	ill)
s	 o9
where
1 + rS + 2r s ws(wl./c),
1/2p - r 
Equations (10) and (11) are plotted in Fig. 6 for
rs	 -0.5, for the purpose of illustration.	 It is
seen that the voltage exhibits maxima at the frequen-
cies f r • (2n + 1) CA.  n =
while the input current has Its maxima at
fm • me/L, m • 1,2,...
lhn waxima shift acturding r o whether r is positive
or negative, which is determired by the S ratio is'
for the four-layer coil, with L • 525 meter, the
theoretical frequencies for voltage wexima would be
/n • 0.571, 1.71, ?.85 MHz
r:ormarc.the observed values of 0.6, 1.85, 3.4 MHz.
As tc to expecten, the theory of uniform lines is not
ideq+atr qulnt r tatively. 4rve^theless, it illustrates
that the observed phenomena are not the result of cir-
cuit theoretic resnnencr but due to %tandinq waves In
s pa, d.
2.	 rci%.-f Irekel 'ime
To interpret the delay tfmrs indicated in Fig. 3,
W:- nitr that v J 1 i (tj and ^i + ; cnrrtspnnd to
(12)
Ys)l(S) • v(- ^, a).	 (13)
By arplying the lanlace inversion to E q . (7) evaluated
at x • - 1!2. - L/4, one finds
s	 n•0
{v % (t - 411,) - W i lt - 4 to • i) ) 	 (14)
vj0) - i!+T 77y f-rS)ri
s	 n•Q
x iv ; [t - 14n + 1)*^ `v s [t - (4n . 3)*]}
	
(15)
where	 L/4c	 A sketch Of the first terms (n • 0)
of 0 117 and vJl	 is shown in Fig. 7 for an arbitrary
input pulse v s . The higher order terms diminish as
r 	 Cet.paring this --ketch to the observed trace in
iiq. 3b shows that the agreement between theory and
exp • ri-•ent is excellent in thi^ case.
IV. Concluslen
We hive presented experimental data which, when
interprets: in the framewerk of the theory of waves on
straight wires, demcnstrate that a lmrge coil behaves
as a stralyh.t wavequlde structure, From the %taridpclnt
of coil protection, it is s i gnificant that voltages
betweer layers within a coil w t-re found to differ
from and even exceed those measured at terminal: where
protective res i stors are usually placed. Such resis-
tors were found to Suppress the low-frequency oscilla-
tion, but net the high-frequency multi p le reflections
and standing waves. Since the characteristic impedance
of a waveguiding structu re pins a derisive role in the
mulLif, l e reflections which cau,e these high-frequency
i c y u^:v nCbS, the . lutiz f-.r
	
it r, rotec ti,n sgafr.;t
excessi ,,e voltages and, for that matter, against any
ransom stimulation cf undeslrei oscillations might well
lie In impedance ,notching at selected poi n ts throughout
the coil sv%tam.
.r•
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While the motivation for this research was
better understanding of the dielectric breakdown in
superconducting magnets, the wave phenomenon dis-
covered has broader Implications. Since multiple re-
flections can be stimulated by a random disturbance.
swi ,.ching transient, or sudden fault, these cscillating
"awesconstitute an instability capable of transforming
the energy of a quiescent do superconducting coil into
dissipative ac energy, even when dielectric breakdown
does not occur.
The findings also illustrate the inadequacy of
viewing a coil only as a lumped inductor. Even the
representation ',, sections of distributed inductances
and capacitances, t,uch as has been attempted for
power transformers
	
is questionable because there
are no ariori criteria by which one decides the
number o71 needed sections and by which one Justifies
the assumed topology of interconnections. In light of
the rudimentary theory presented here, a thorough
field theoretic analysis of coils in general appears
desirable and deserving of the effort.
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Figure 1, - Four-layer coil.
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